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I recently watched an interesting documentary on Netflix called Jim and Andy: 

The Great Beyond.  It stars Jim Carey who portrays the late Andy Kaufman who 

was considered one of the most innovative, eccentric and enigmatic performers 

of his time. Most people would probably agree that Carey is himself a very 

innovative, eccentric and enigmatic performer. 

The documentary chronicles Carey’s acclaimed performance as Kaufman in the film “Man on the Moon” 

from 1999.  To make things even more interesting Carey stayed in character as Kaufman or his alter ego 

Tony Clifton for the entire shooting of Jim and Andy.  

Carey said the experience changed his life.  He so identified with Kaufman during the shooting of the 

movie that when it was over he found it difficult to adjust to “normal” life. 

I was amazed at how Carey’s identification with Kaufman so impacted him.    Granted, Carey is a very 

extraordinary actor who was recapturing the life of an equally extraordinary actor,   but it has led me to 

consider how our lives might be impacted as we seek to identify with Jesus to the degree Carey 

identified with Kaufman.  As we seek to identify with Jesus more closely,  It might cause us to see things 

in new ways.  It might help us to be less influenced by the people around us and more influenced by the 

spirit of God within us.  It might lead us to be bolder in our walk with Jesus.  

We have all recently heard about men in politics and show business and the media we who have not 

identified with Jesus in the way they relate to women. Their actions have caused unbelievable pain. 

Lives have been destroyed.  Jesus really does set us free.  

I am not sure why I decided to watch Jim and Andy: The Great Beyond, but in an unexpected and strange 

way, it has helped me to understand the gift of Christmas more deeply.  What a gift that Jesus came to 

us that we might more closely identify with God and discover our true selves and how to relate to others 

with respect.   Thank you, Jim Carey for leading me to deeper insights into the Christmas season and to 

being a follower of Jesus.    God does work in mysterious ways!  I am not suggesting that you take the 

time to watch Jim and Andy, but I would encourage you to be open to new ways of identifying more 

closely with the one whose birth we celebrate this special season.  It will be bless you and those around 

you. 

Merry Christmas! 

Craig 

 


